Nelson Primary School
Inspiring Ambition, Achieving Success
Weekly Homework Tasks
Key Stage 2 Year 4
W/C 14.6.21
Homework books must be in school on Monday and it will be returned on Tuesday
Reading
Please read aloud to an adult every day for about 15 minutes and ask the adult to sign in the table below.
Remember, you need to understand what you are reading and be able to show this in your Accelerated Reader
test. Remember to bring your reading book to school every day.
Maths
Practice for the RNR target set by your class teacher.
Complete the Mathletics homework set by your teacher online.
Why not practice your times tables test on Purple Mash and Times Tables Rockstars Battle of the Bands?
Multiplication check https://mathsframe.co.uk/en/resources/resource/477/Multiplication-Tables-Check

Spelling –
1) You must ensure you know the meaning of the new words. -use a dictionary to help you if you are
unsure.
2) Write a sentence for each of the new words. You can include more than one word in a sentence as
long as it makes sense and shows that you understand the word. You do not need to write a
sentence for revision spellings.
3) Practise and study all of the spelling words ready for the Weekly Spelling Test.
New spellings – challenge works
Revision spellings - inter
calendar
interest
interact
intercept
appear
opposite
intercity
intercom
believe
straight
international
internet
grammar
strength
interfere
interchange
increase
women
interview
interface
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Spelling –
1) You must ensure you know the meaning of the word. -use a dictionary to help you if you are unsure.
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New spellings - homophones and near homophones
be
bear
bee
one
quite
won
quiet
son
bare
sun

Revision spellings - homophones and near homophones
there
see
their
sea
they’re
to
here
two
hear
two
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Look and read
unhappy
undo
unload
unfair
unlock
unwrap
unzip
untidy
unwell
unkind

Copy and cover

Spell and check

Spell and check

A helicopter over the River Thames in London

Write in full sentences.

